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HOW TECHNOLOGY HAS 
EXPONENTIALLY INCREASED 
THE NARRATIVE OF CUSTOMER 
EXPERIENCE
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When it comes to company growth and 
expansion, the customer’s experience is 
critical. Customers are the driving force behind 

every good business’ start-up. Any business’ mission 
is to represent and offer high value to the people who 
use its goods or services. Customer service is so 
important in start-ups that 86% of start-ups succeed 
because they listened to customer feedback, matched 
their needs, and gave them an overall great customer 
service.

However, many companies do not pay much attention 
to customer service as their focus is either on profit 
making or creating products with value. PwC 2018 
reports that “54% of consumers say that customer 
experience in most companies needs improvement.

Good customer relationships cut across every sector, 
including the banking sector, which is our focus for 
today. In the words of Felix Rohatyn, the late American 
banker and diplomat, “At its core, banking is not simply 
about profit, but about personal relationships.”

The effect of customer experience on the general 
dynamics of banks can be witnessed in the financial 
services market. Banks that can provide excellent and 
unforgettable services are the ones that receive the 
most recognition and patronage.

“Customers who have had very good experiences with 
a bank are 12.2 times more likely to try new offerings 
from that bank.”

Good customer experience is also key in influencing 
customer decisions, not good advertisement or 
attractive packages as one may assume. While the 
aforementioned factors play a huge role in getting the 
customers to walk through the door, good customer 
service ultimately influences whether or not the 
customer would like to bank with you. 

“Positive customer experience influences 75% of 
customer decisions in banking.” (PwC, 2018). A single 
strain of bad customer experience may be the reason 
a potential customer decides to do business with your 
competitors instead.

While good customer service influences positive 
decisions, poor customer service does the opposite.  
Poor customer service can make or mar the relationship 
between the bank and the customer. 69% of customers 
who plan to leave their bank say it was due to poor 
service rather than poor products (Temkin, 2018). 

The Banking Experience is the sum of all interactions a 
customer perceives along the entire customer journey 
when interacting with a bank or financial institution. 
According to Forrester, Customer Experience (CX) is 
defined as “how customers perceive their interactions 
with a company.”

Many customers do not perceive a trustworthy 
relationship with their banks, despite depositing their 
finances into those banks. “41% of the time, consumers 
think that the services offered by the bank are offered 
with only the bank’s interest in mind.” (Temkin, 2018).

It is up to banks to create a pleasant experience for 
customers with their utmost satisfaction in mind and 
make more customer-centric decisions. Great customer 
service builds loyalty and helps in organic publicity 
through word of mouth and referrals.

Instead of relying on chance, creating a positive banking 
experience must be prepared. It entails developing 
a plan that includes making customer on-boarding 
simple, providing mufti-channel customer care, 
handling non-business hours inquiries, providing self-
service choices, taking steps, and tracking outcomes.

Digital technology is playing a huge role in how banks 
interact with customers. Capgemini 2018 reports that 
“Satisfaction is notably higher among customers who 
are offered personalized digital experiences proactively 
(49.1%) than those who are not.” With high satisfaction 
comes the higher chance of retaining customers, 
obtaining referrals, and getting the existing customers 
to try out new products. 

To create efficient customer service as a banking service, 
companies need vital information such as customer 
insights to make informed decisions, provision of 
customer-centric products and services, and leveraging 
emerging technologies to create solutions.

“Global online banking statistics reveal that 73% of 
customers use online banking channels at least once 
a month, compared to 59% who use mobile banking 
apps equally often” In a world where customers are 
very dependent on technology to carry out banking 
activities, leveraging on technology to give customers 
the best experience is key.

Technology has come to play a very important role in 
maximizing customer experience with the advent of core 
banking solutions like Finacle. With its comprehensive 
capabilities, Finacle accelerates digital adoption 
with customer-led product design, offers tailored 
products based on unified 360-degree customer 
view and embedded insights, and leverage emerging 
technologies for predictive and cognitive insights.

Great customer services like the one offered by Finacle 
aids in improving customer numbers as well as getting 
existing customers to try out new products. With 
Finacle, the story of flawless customer service has 
grown significantly because customers who receive 
customized services are more likely to return for more. 
We understand that our business lies in the hand of our 
customers so we are determined to give our customers 
the best experience there is.
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Time is a company’s greatest asset, but many 
people do not know that. Once lost, it cannot be 
recovered and thus, it is a very precious asset. 

In the words of the late American President, Benjamin 
Franklin, “Time is money,” and we will tell you how you 
can best utilize it to achieve maximum output.

24 hours may not seem like enough hours in a day but 
you’ll find out it’s more than enough when you realize 
that “of the time given to a workday, 80% is spent doing 
tasks with little to no value and only 20% is spent doing 
something important.

Running a growing business can be hectic. It includes 
trying to manage employees, developing marketing 
and sales strategies, balancing accounts, recording 
inventory, analyzing data, and measuring results. All of 
these activities can take a significant amount of time, 
but there is a way to use less time for more work.

At first glance, it appears impossible. Working longer 
hours usually results in more output. Employees who 
work for 7 hours are often thought to be less efficient 
than those who work for 10 hours. Statistics reveal that 
employees, on average, work the hardest from 9AM 
to 12PM. After this time, productivity tends to drop 
significantly. Therefore, it is important to understand 
employee productivity hours and tailor work towards 
that. This helps achieve utmost productivity from 
employees at their most productive hours.

However, this is not always the case as working hard 
is not necessarily working smart. Working less and 
accomplishing more isn’t easy. It requires thinking 

Time management encompasses many rules, such as 
the 80-20 rule, Parkinson’s law, scheduling, delegating, 
and many others. However, with a small number of 

THE SECRET TO 
UTILIZING LESS TIME 
FOR MORE WORK

Some tips for managing time effectively include;

1

2

3

4

5

Planning your activities before the day begins 
(If you spend 10 - 12 minutes planning your 
day, you’ll save up to 2 hours of time that would 
have otherwise gone to waste).

Preparing for unforeseen circumstances 
(Statistics show that the average manager 
spends three hours per day handling unforeseen 
interruptions and problems).

Reduce time spent on social media (A typical 
office worker checks their email 50 times and 
their social media platforms 77 times per day 
while they’re at work).

Allocate appropriate time for tasks (Statistics 
show that when it comes to planning allotted 
time for tasks, we underestimate how long a 
task will take almost every time. Most tasks 
take twice as long as we think).

Cut out meetings and get to the point (Out of 
every 10 people who attend a meeting, 9 will 
daydream during it). So, why waste time with 
meeting? Statistics also show that employees 
spend, on average, 31 hours per month in 
meetings. This equates to an hour per day.

creatively to find more effective ways of doing things. 
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employees and a large number of tasks, it is critical 
to think outside the box for more creative ways of 
managing time and up-scaling efficiency.

It is also necessary not to overwhelm or underwhelm 
with tasks as these influence times. Statistics show that 
“A person who gives themselves one thing to do in a 
day will generally take all day to do it. If the same person 
gives themselves two things to do, both will get done. If 
someone adds 12 tasks to a to-do list, most people do 
not get all 12 done but will get at least 7 done.” 

One of the best ways to efficiently manage time is through 
software. Time management tools enable employees to 
be more productive, make better decisions, and reduce 
the amount of time wasted on unproductive tasks. This 
is why SMERP has been specifically designed to help 
improve your businesses performance by managing 
your time effectively.

SMERP provides an Enterprise Resource Planning 
Solution that runs on the cloud and offers SMEs (Retail 
& Online) the required tool to manage their entire 
business operations such as Point of Sale, Inventory 
& Accounting. Our solution cuts across all business 
verticals and aims at reducing the cost of adopting 
technology as a tool for business growth.
SMEs can tap into the opportunity of maximum time 
management by exploring SMERP. SMERP, as an ERP 

SMERP is the way out to manage time while also 
gaining a lift in task performance. Some of the 
features of SMERP include;
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Integrated Inventory Management

Invoicing Management

Automated Order Management

Customer Management

Accounting Management

Rewards and Loyalty Programme

Customer Behavior Analytics

SMERP Point of Sale Management

software, enables SMEs to automate routine tasks such 
as invoicing, bookkeeping, inventory management, 
sales records, and others. It allows the company to 
devote more time to other important aspects of its 
operations.
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CONNECTING WITH 
TECH TRENDS

DIGITAL PEN SCANNER A Brief History of OCR
The evolution of technology has been amazing to 
watch as mundane tasks are gradually being replaced 
with the use of high end tech. For instance, we have 
hover-boards which can save the stress of walking, we 
have wrist watches which can tell you your heart rate, 
how many steps you’ve taken and basically carry out 
a medical check up on you. Likewise, we have digital 
pen scanners which have taken the way we consume 
printed text to a whole different level.

Let us create a mental picture together. Imagine a pen 
that not only helps to mark out essential information in 
a book or written document but also captures important 
text and digitally transmits it to your computer instantly! 
You know how you are typing from a book to a computer 
and wish you could transmit the text straight into your 
computer without the stress of typing over 1000 words? 
Well, you can.

The digital scanner pen uses a technology called 
optical character recognition (OCR) to digitize printed 
or typed text from magazines, catalogues, brochures, 
newspapers, letters, memos, etc and transfer it to a 
connected computer or device. The scanner pen scans, 
saves, and transfers selected texts, hand-written lines, 
numbers, and small images directly to a document.

The history of OCR dates back to 1914 when two men, 
Emmanuel Goldberg and Edmund Fournier d’Albe 
developed (separately) the first OCR devices. While 
Goldberg’s machine could read characters and texts 
and convert them into telegraph code, d’Albe’s machine 
was known as an Optophone and it could be moved 
across a page in a printed text to produce distinct 
and separate tones, each of which corresponded to a 
certain character or letter. 

However, OCR devices as we know and use today 
dates back to 1974 when Kurzweil Computer Products 
Inc used an application for the hardware that changed 
the way it was being used. He set out to develop a 
reading machine for the blind to read a book by having 
a computer read it to them. However, there was not 
enough budget (of potential consumers) for such a 

OCR stands for OPTICAL CHARACTER RECOGNITION. 
It is the process of converting physical text from a 
printed text from magazines, books, newspapers, etc 
into electronic data. The data can further be saved or 
transferred directly to a document. In some cases, the 
data can be converted into audio form or into a language 
different from the initial language in the text. The 
technology uses computer vision, pattern recognition, 
and artificial intelligence to carry out this process. 
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What You Can Do With  A Digital Pen Scanner

Real-time Recognition: By just sliding your pen over 
the text, you can have the text appear on your screen 
in less than a second. Talk about having information on 
your fingertips!

Aids the Differently Abled: Digital Pen Scanners are 
a blessing to those who require reading assistance. 
Having a computer read out loud scanned text (or read 
into a microphone for privacy purposes) makes it easier 
for anyone with reading impediments.

Portability: You can easily carry one around in your 
handbag, the pocket of your clothes, or better still in 
your hands. The Digital Pen Scanner is light and can 
easily be transported.

Instant Data Capture: Obtain data using the Digital 
Pen Scanner within seconds. For some models, you 
can easily plug the device to a laptop and download 
images within seconds!

Built-in Dictionary: You don’t have to worry about 
knowing how a word is pronounced or what it means. 
The Digital Pen Scanner offers these features as well as 
providing idioms and synonyms in relation to the word.

Word Display: Digital Pen Scanners can display some 
words, sentences or paragraphs on the LCD screen of 
the pen or computer screen to give the user the option 
of having the scanned text spoken in either the original 
language or a translated language.

Playback: With the Digital Pen Scanners, users can 
have the scanned text available for later playback.

device. Nonetheless, the machine produced a pair of 
subsequent technologies which have all become an 
integral part of most OCR systems.  This led to the 
invention of text-to-speech technology and the flatbed 
scanner.

The 21st century ushered in a rise in internet technology. 
Combining the internet with OCR developed the use 
and applications of OCR. Recognition algorithms 
became more improved, optical scanners could handle 
higher resolutions and this paved the way for new and 
more sophisticated uses of OCR.

OCR technology can now translate to different 
languages, it can recognize words from a picture and 
translate it for you, and it can recognize passports, 
receipts, and even car number plates. With information 
literally at our fingertips like this, OCR has influenced 
and improved the way business is carried out and the 
information is consumed with still a lot of possibilities. 
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THE HIDDEN 
EFFICIENCIES 
IN QUALITY 
PARTNERSHIPS.
A connected world is a limitless world. Making 
connections and forming alliances is one of the ways to 
expand your market, find new opportunities, reach out 
to more people, gain versatility, and achieve your goals.

Consider a world in which collaborations, outsourcing, 
and partnerships come in a variety of sizes and shapes. 
This form of climate would create innovations that will 
change the world while providing substantial benefits to 
all parties involved.

We developed the ATM as a Service solution after 
recognizing this need and comparing it to the difficulties 
and complexities of bank ATM ownership. The aim of 
the solution is to provide banks with the ability to deploy 
ATMs without worrying about ownership, lowering 
operating costs, providing 24/7 maintenance and 
support, and focusing on other core banking platforms.

Our services make it easier for consumers to have 
accessibility to ATMs which improves customer 
relationships with the banks.

The productivity that this outsourcing relationship offers 
banks is infinite, and many African banks are reaping 
the benefits.
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SURYA
TECHNOLOGIES

It is an exciting time to be in the technology industry. I 
wish I was starting my career now instead of 40 plus years 
back. I am jealous of youngsters today who achieve a lot 
more functionality with less effort. We will be seeing yet 
another swing from centralized to distributed with edge 
computing and many devices becoming intelligent. Mr. D.N. Prahlad 

We interviewed Mr. D.N. Prahlad, the Founder, SURYA 
TECHNOLOGIES, a company founded in India. We were 
curious about how International Technology companies 
stayed afloat and here is what he had to say:

WITH THE CURRENT PANDEMIC, HOW DO YOU 
MANAGE THE DAILY OPERATIONS OF YOUR FIRM?

WHAT INSPIRED YOU TO SOLIDLY BUILD YOUR 
CAREER IN TECHNOLOGY?

WHAT INSPIRED SURYA TECHNOLOGIES? IS THERE 
A STORY BEHIND STARTING THE COMPANY?

We opted for working from home much before others 
did in this pandemic. This meant that we were prepared 
and did not have to scamper for laptops and bandwidth. 
More importantly, from day one, our markets are 
largely global, our competition is global, and we serve 
customers in many countries. When we sell the concept 
of “Work at a distance” to our customers, we must be 
able to eat our own dog food, right?

The first few months, we had a lock-down which meant 
there was no physical contact possible. I participated 
in daily stand-ups to demonstrate to our youngsters 
(who did not really panic) the concept of working at a 
distance. This involved more documentation and not 
less, more interactions with clients and not less and 
since everyone was in the same boat, how to propel 
this forward.

We had experimented with one employee in Hyderabad 
a couple of years back. It was a success as he continues 
with us even today and is one of our senior engineers. 
He used to come and meet us once a quarter to ensure 
some interactions.

There are a couple of people who go to the office 
regularly, like the accounts person, network & hardware 
maintenance staff, etc. Our management team meets 
once a month in our facility at Harohalli, about 35km 
from the city. We keep our masks on and practice social 
distancing.

In fact, for some people productivity increased as there 
was no daily commute. I must talk about the resilience 
of people as they were put to hardships. Working from 
a 2 bedroom apartment where children and spouse 
would all be in video calls as well is not simple. But 
people have adjusted and delivered.

More importantly, our customers and partners have 

My grandfather enrolled me on a Bachelor’s degree in 
EECS. I enjoyed the mathematical rigour of Electrical 
Engineering and Computer Science. This meant that 
my career paths were Power Engineering, Electronics 
or Computers. Electronics fascinated me during my 
student days, as that was the way to build systems. We 
had to solder flip flops into memory banks as memory 
chips were not yet available. When I learnt about 
processors on a chip, i.e. a microprocessor, it opened 
up strong possibilities of systems being software-
driven rather than hardware driven. Hence, my interest 
in software peaked and given the fact that software 
was going to change the way systems were built, I 
believe I made the right decision. Software or hardware, 
my career would have been in technology. I still enjoy 
working on new technologies. Of course, my ex-boss 
NR Narayana Murthy was instrumental in converting my 
passion into a useful activity. I believe I have done my 
bit and continue to do so in changing the way systems 
are developed.

Again, I go back to the conflict between hardware and 
software. I was quite dissatisfied with the way business 
software is architected. For example, data validation 
routines were built in so many hues and shapes by 
everyone. On the contrary, a chip like the 555 has 
remained fundamentally the same despite multiple 
changes in technologies. Surya was started with a 

been most understanding. We have managed to 
implement fairly complex pieces of software with multi-
locational teams. We have even managed to get some 
sales on video calls. Going forward we expect that 50% 
of our staff will continue to work from home or move to 
semi-rural well-connected areas.

Sales are the toughest when you cannot visit customers 
and they cannot visit you.

To summarise, we have taken this in our stride.

““
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HOW LONG HAVE SURYA TECHNOLOGIES BEEN IN 
EXISTENCE?

WHAT ARE YOUR THOUGHTS ON THE STATE OF THE 
CURRENT TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY?

DO YOU HAVE ANY ADVICE FOR SOMEONE 
VENTURING INTO THE TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY?

WHAT KEY EXPERIENCE HAS CHANGED YOUR LIFE 
AS A FOUNDER?

HOW HAS BEEN THE JOURNEY SO FAR?

WHAT HAS BEEN YOUR MOST CHALLENGING 
PROJECT AND HOW DID YOU OVERCOME IT?

As with any enterprise, the journey was not easy in 
the early years but it has always been fun. We have 
enjoyed building products. We were not funded. VCs 
were not in abundance in those days and hence we 
created a services company to help finance products. 
We built products for our big brothers who paid for it 
as a service. Today, we have a services company that 
is high-quality, tool-driven, and provides differentiated 
service in the area of mobile and web development. 
We have productized the creation of software now in 
addition to creating new products for financial control 
and risk management.

As I come to a stage where the business is being run 
by my colleagues and I am more involved with young 
engineers, I find the journey very satisfying. The fact 
that youngsters challenge me daily keeps me young 
and motivated.

To sum it up, we have had fun and punched way above 
our weight.

It is difficult to pick one project as a challenge. Some 
have complexity because they are big. Some because 
of an indecisive user base. Both factors need to be 
addressed.

Recently, we implemented ALM in the largest private 
sector bank in India. Their volume and projected 
growth were quite enormous. Giants had tried for 3 
years and failed, and the sponsor concluded that only 
a high-quality tech-oriented company that understood 
banking could solve this problem. Hence, we entered. 
We challenged accepted norms of the day and made 
several far-reaching architectural decisions including 
not using relational databases or object orientation! 
Both considered sacrilege by many.  The results were 
dazzling. We achieved run times that are only dreamt 
of and never achieved. Functionally, we added more to 
the product delighting the users. On-time data delivery 
endears us to users and eventually, the success of a 
business is when consumers like your product!

Agility in adapting to new situations, understanding that 
complexity can easily be broken down by a few hours 
of concentrated thinking, being bold and unreasonable 
with yourself and then those around you are some ways 
to overcome problems.

21 Years.

vision to change the way software is written and bring 
down the cost of building and implementing systems. 
We have brought down the cost of the systems that we 
have built by order of magnitude.

On the story side, in Samskrita, our ancient language, 
Surya means the Sun. We wanted to bring dazzling light 
to the dark murky world of software development.

To go back a bit in history, technology was generally 
used by commercial establishments and grudgingly 
released for personal use. The PC came long after 
computers were being used in business. This has turned 
on its head. Today, most leading developments come 
from companies that serve consumers and businesses 
are getting the benefit from these technological 
advancements.

It is an exciting time to be in the technology industry. 
I wish I was starting my career now instead of 40 plus 
years back. I am jealous of youngsters today who 
achieve a lot more functionality with less effort. We 
will be seeing yet another swing from centralized to 
distributed with edge computing and many devices 
becoming intelligent. All kinds of sensors are available. 
Open-sourcing of critical pieces of software like 
operating systems and databases has opened up new 
possibilities. Converting CAPEX to OPEX is a big new 
challenge for most technology companies and users.

 Have fun. Be Bold. Be Unreasonable.

I can’t point out one and only one experience as this is 
a marathon. A peculiar marathon in which the reward is 
that you get to run the next! Running a marathon can 
only make you stronger and stronger, never tired. In 
fact, before the pandemic when I worked in an office, 
one photograph I kept near me is that of Abebe Bikila, 
the Ethiopian marathon runner. When I got up from my 
seat, I felt that Abebe was always mocking me about 
giving up too soon and I would sit down to work again.

What changes my life and enriches my life is the love 
and affection that people give me consistently over 
long periods. The smile on the face of a young engineer 
when we convey that she or he has been selected to 
work with us is worth a million dollars. The fact is that 
we can make an impact on the lives of people directly, 
affect the lives of consumers indirectly, have fun doing 
this and even get paid for it. Why would I want to settle 
for anything less?
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BUSINESS UPDATES
CWG PARTNERS WITH SURYA SOFTWARE 
TO EXPLORE THE BALANCE SHEET 
OF THE FUTURE, AN EVENT THAT 
ADDRESSED UNCERTAINTIES IN THE 
FINANCIAL INDUSTRY.
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Financial Service Institutions are adopting technological 
innovation in all areas of financial operations in order 
to maintain sustainable growth and development. 
More awareness of this type of technology would 
increase consistent innovation, transparency, accurate 
predictability, and even customer retention.

CWG, in partnership with Surya Software, a Financial 
Control and Risk Management Organization alongside 
top Thought Leaders from the African Banking Industry 
to reveal insightful details on the Balance Sheet of the 
Future.

According to the Business Director, FSI, Abayomi 
Olomu, the objective of the conference is to explore 
the role of Balance Sheet Management and Asset 
Liability Management in future considering the volatile 
and dynamic markets and how technology can be 
leveraged to manage these areas.

Abayomi added that Banks have increased demands 
to improve performance, increase transparency and 
comply with newer and complex regulations.

These growing demands, according to CWG have 
necessitated Bank’s Balance Sheet Management 
practices to embrace advanced platforms and 
technologies that provide greater data navigation and 
analytic capabilities to manage its Risk, Returns & 
Capital hence the partnership with Surya software.

“The ‘Balance Sheet of the Future’ conference amplifies 
CWG and Surya software’s commitment to deploy 

ICT solutions company CWG reported a 23% rise in full 
year revenue. Present at the CNBC interview was CEO of 
CWG PLC, Mr. Adewale, where he discussed the drivers of 
the company’s top line in 2020 as a result of the covid 19 
pandemic.

When asked about the drivers of the company’s top line 
in 2020 despite being a tough year for many businesses 
due to the pandemic, Adewale responded that “Like most 
organizations around the world, 2020 was a very huge shock. 
We went into the year with very clear strategies and a robust 
market to support our drive. Suddenly, we got knocked up 
by the unexpected which I said in most of my conversations 
that if it happened to be a change in Government policy or a 
change in terms of technology advancement in your industry, 
then we would have reacted to that very well. But this time 
around, it was a pandemic. Nobody had a template, there 
was no proven template on how to respond to things like 
that.” 

versatile solutions and technology platforms within the 
Nigerian and Ghanaian Financial Services market.” he 
asserted.
The event hosted Keynote Speaker: H.E Zainab S. 
Ahmed, Honorable Minister of Finance, Budget & 
National Planning, Federal Republic of Nigeria; Surya 
Soft Address Speaker: Mr. DN Prahlad, Founder & 
Chairman, Surya Software Systems; Moderator: Mr. 
Sreekanth Mangulam Director, Surya Software Systems; 
Guest Speaker: Mr. Pravat Dash, SeniorVP - Head of 
Market Risk, Axis Bank; MC: Ms. Seun Koshoedo Senior 
Brand Strategist, CWG PLC and Special Appearance: 
Adewale Adeyipo CEO, CWG PLC.

In his presentation, Mr. D. N. Prahlad, the founder and 
chairman of Surya Software System in India, stated 
that balance sheet management remained critical for 
banks with small and large customer bases, especially 
in managing structured and unstructured data.

The panel session had thoughts leaders from the 
industry which includes Mr. Joe Mbulu, CFO, Union 
Bank; Mr. Tunde Mabawonku, CFO, Wema Bank; 
Mrs. Adenike Odukomaiya, Head, Internal Control/
Group Internal Control, Stanbic IBTC; and Mr. Adebanji 
Adeniyi, CFO, GTB.

Mr. Adewale Adeyipo, CEO of CWG, stated that the 
company will continue to use technology to improve 
banking operations. “Over the years we have been able 
to demonstrate our ability to support the customer base 
in the financial services sector and other sectors that 
we service today.
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Adewale further explained that CWG was able to align 
its operations within a very short time by leveraging 
on the five strategic pillars that were created over the 
years which is largely talking about liquidity, growth, 
profit, and shareholder value increase. This enabled the 
company to streamline the operations of the business, 
focusing on their tier 1 customers and focusing largely 
on the essentials of their business. 

“Today, we work with most tier 1 organizations in terms of 
the financial institutions, the telecommunications based 
in Sub-Saharan Africa, and as you rightly mentioned, 
at the end of the year, we were able to deliver beyond 
the fear that we had at the beginning of the year. The 
company turned out to have over 23% in terms of our 
revenue, and for the gross profit, operationally, we were 
better in 2020 than we did in 2019. Of course in PBT 
also, our results should be out anytime soon . We have 
over 340% increase when it comes to PBT contributions 
2019-2020”

“CWG as you may know is a systems integration 
and software development and service management 
organization with headquarters in Lagos, Nigeria. We 
also carry out operations in 3 other African countries 
precisely in Ghana, Uganda, and Cameroon where 
we serve the East African market and also the Central 
African market. Our Ghana business also recorded 
over 30% increase in terms of revenue,  for the Uganda 
business, there seems to be a new wave in terms of 
technology appreciation coming out of Uganda. So, we 
have about a 78% increase of revenue from Uganda 
and this time, Uganda business was able to contribute 
more than 30% over what they did last year in terms 
of our gross profit and PBT contribution to business.”  
Adewale explained when asked to comment on CWG’s 
operations outside Nigeria, in other African countries.

He further stated that CWG has a very robust plan 
when it comes to their regional and Pan-African 
initiative. He revealed that through what they call the 
“Pan-African Initiative,” where CWG partners with 
strategic organizations and entities, the company can 
conveniently deliver services in 20 African operations 
by leveraging on these partnerships. These are some of 
the focus of the business as they get bigger into their 
consulting and services business in 2021 and 2022.

When asked what the key driver was for the business 
moving forward in terms of taking the business to the 
next level, Adewale explained how the pandemic has 
opened up opportunities for technology companies.

“First, talking about my industry, the prediction is 
that the technology companies will continue to be a 
gainer even in 2021, beyond what we saw in 2020. I 
tell most of my friends and associates that we are 

experiencing, we are seeing now organizations that are 
leveraging innovations and they are looking for ways 
to grow exponentially. There is absolutely no way you 
can achieve that level of growth beyond the 10-15% 
without leveraging technology. We are experiencing a 
rise in the digital economy where technology advances 
are driving economic growth and processes.”

He also stated that all the fine strategies in front of 
us such as mergers and acquisitions, road maps, 
investments, are mostly treading on the backbone 
of technology and as thus, most tech companies will 
continue to gain for the next three years.

“For CWG, we launched a new phase of the organization 
called “CWG 2.0” 6.0 six years ago and this is where we 
created some of our own IP. Our definition of innovation 
is not far-fetched. What we look at are the gaps and 
challenges in our society today that we think, and are 
also proven, that technology can solve some of these 
problems. So, we are creating solutions, leveraging on 
partners and stakeholders to develop platforms and 
solutions to address all these gaps.”

“When we sit down to do a proper evaluation and a 
deep dive in our market in Sub-Saharan Africa today, it 
cuts across the different economies. If you go to Nigeria, 
Ghana, or any West African country and Sub-Saharan 
countries, the challenges are similar. For example, 
challenges such as power or SME development. 
Personally, I believe SME is a strong driver of economic 
development. It has strong potential when it comes to 
nation building. So, part of what we did was to create 
an ERB platform that is channeled precisely towards 
SME development. If you want to see the real growth in 
any country or organization, beyond the monetary fiscal 
policies that we set up, real growth can actually come 
from the growth of the SME.” Adewale explained when 
asked to be more specific about the solutions CWG is 
bringing to the market and businesses

He further explained that CWG partners with 
organizations that are responsible for SMEs and 
partners with banks so when SMEs religiously use 
their platforms, they simplify their operations and make 
themselves attractive to investors because they can 
now have a view of their operations. 

He also shed some light on other solutions from CWG 
such as their payment platform where they work with 
existing stakeholders and their involvement in the 
MAP program which has enabled CWG build its own 
assembly plant in Lagos where they will be producing 
as much as 100,000 meters monthly.
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A PEEK INTO A 
CONNECTED AND 
EVOLVING WORLD

Yearly, innovations have been unraveled by technology with top-notch speed. However, the Covid-19 pandemic has 
accelerated technology in a way we have never seen before. Covid-19 has forced evolution, not by choice, but by 
necessity. 

Businesses that never considered the possibility of remote working have been doing so successfully for months 
and people who have always paid no interest in online commerce have become experts in the field. This is how 
technology changes our cultures and behavior to deliver convenience 

Here are the recent updates from the world of technology in the first quarter:

Remote working stays strong. It is expected that more 
video conferencing tools would emerge as demand and 
usage increases daily.

Automation, with the help of A.I., robotics, and 
the Internet of Things, will be a key alternative for 
manufacturing operations.

The concept of operating on the cloud is consistently 
gaining traction. When it comes to building or upgrading 
IT infrastructure, organizations are adopting a cloud-
first mentality.

This quarter, augmented reality and virtual reality have 
evolved markedly. From entertainment to the financial 
industry, these immersive innovations are now part of 
daily life. As companies switched to the remote work 
model, with connectivity and collaboration extending 
over to AR and VR, the introduction of Covid-19 
prompted this technology’s adoption.

If there’s one thing the Covid-19 pandemic has 
shown society at large, it’s how quickly we can 
adapt, innovate, and create when we need to. And as 
technology continues to embed itself into every facet 
of our everyday lives, our ‘new normal’ will continue to 
evolve faster and faster, and Digital Health will soon be 
a ‘norm’.

Update 1: Continued Expansion of Remote Working 
and Videoconferencing: 

 Update 2: A.I., Robotics and Industrial Automation 
Grow Rapidly:

Update 3: Cloud-based Tech:

Update 4: Virtual Reality (Vr) And Augmented 
Reality (Ar) Technologies Usage Rises:

Update 5: Digital Health:
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CWG CELEBRATES WOMEN AT 
THE INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S 

DAY EVENT, CHOOSE TO 
CHALLENGE

Women have always been the bedrock of preceding 
generations and at CWG, we celebrate women at every 
opportunity. This year, the international women’s day 
was themed “Choose to Challenge” and we organized 
an event to communicate that women have the full 
capacity to challenge the status quo created by society.
 
The event had two sessions with Panelists from all 
walks of life. It was moderated by Gloria Eyo and the 
first session was tagged “Breaking New Frontiers in the 
New Normal”. The Keynote Speaker, Hafisat Abiola-
Costello gave a warm address and shared her stories 
on the necessity and courage needed to be more than 
what society expects.
 
Panellists that spoke at the event include Solape 
Akinpelu, Olawunmi Oni-Buraimoh, PhD, Betty Irabor, 
Foluso Gbadamosi, and Kate Henshaw. They explored 
the impact of Covid19 on their respective industries, 

discussed the opportunities hidden at the core of 
the new normal, shared personal experiences, and 
expanded on the factors that have played major roles 
in their achievements.
 
The event continued into the second session tagged 
“The place of women in a technology-driven world” 
and the panel included women from CWG. The session 
hosted Harriet Attram Yartey, Vivian Okpala, Abisola 
Oshrin, and Oluwabunmi Adewunmi. They revealed how 
society can advance discussion and actions to inspire 
women to change the narrative and increase women-
involvement in a technology-driven world, regardless of 
their background.    
 
The event inspired women to take a stand in pursuing 
their goals. It gave insights on how to challenge the 
norm while gradually taking steps to fulfilling purpose 
and shaping history.
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International Women’s Day took place on March 8th, 
2021 and while some organizations stopped at a social 
media shout out, GTBank went the extra mile.

In honor of International Women’s Day 2021,  GTBank 
offered 1000 self-employed women in the informal 
sector access to free healthcare coverage for a whole 
year. They termed this initiative “BetaHealth’. This 
service comes at no cost.

BetaHealth was launched in 2020 as a low-cost 
healthcare package that provides coverage for essential 
health services such as malaria treatments, pre and 
postnatal care, accidents and medical emergencies as 
well as life insurance, all at a subscription fee of N500 
per month.
The service has so far, offered more than 1000 hospitals 
and pharmacies nationwide. The initiative also provides 
a telemedicine service that allows the user to speak 
with a Doctor over the phone anytime, anywhere.
These 1000 women who consist of traders, roadside 
tailors, small-time food vendors and other small-scale 
female entrepreneurs were selected by nominations 
and now enjoy free health care for a year.
The bank called on people and organizations to 
#choosetochallenge for a better world for women. Their 

EXPLORING SOCIAL 
DEVELOPMENT  
INITIATIVES FROM 
BRANDS IN AFRICA

GTBANK PROVIDED ONE THOUSAND WOMEN WITH 
FREE HEALTH CARE FOR ONE YEAR

initiative, tagged #GiverHerBetaHealth was launched 
to draw attention to the need for universal essential 
healthcare coverage for women in the informal sector.
The bank is giving the general public a chance to 
nominate 1000 women who will be given the free 
BetaHealth coverage for a year. Nominations can be 
carried out via www.giveherbetahealth.gtbank.com.
The initiative’s goal of empowering 1,000 women is 
simply scratching the surface of what we aim to achieve 
with Beta Health. We want more and more people to 
access affordable health care coverage easily, and you 
can help with that too. With N500 per month or N6,000 
annually, you can buy a Betahealth coverage plan for 
anyone of your choice and they will have access to 
basic and essential healthcare coverage in hospitals 
nationwide.

This initiative reflects the bank’s commitment to 
extending access to critical services for everyone, 
irrespective of social and economic background. 
BetaHealth is available for everyone on a mobile phone 
by simply dialing *737*52*500*50#
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Access Bank in conjunction with Africa Fintech Foundry 
is currently running an accelerator program for tech 
startups in AgricTech, Medtech, Fintech and  Health 
tech.

The group opened its registration portal for the 2021 
Accelerator program. The program seeks to fast-track 
the growth of the best start-ups operating within the 
African technology ecosystem.

The programme will fast track and assist the selected 
start-ups to navigate issues such as start-up pricing 
and competitiveness, creating endearing customer 
experiences, support and retention, hiring and people 
management, scaling for growth and   product 
development cycle fundamentals among others.

The program includes 12 weeks of Formal and Informal 
Mentorship, $25,000 worth of Services per Start-up, 
Better Pricing for payment Capabilities (Account debit, 
Card transactions, and Payment via Link), Discounted 
Cloud Services/Hardware and Software Subscriptions 
from Partners, and an Opportunity to Demo at the next 
conference. Participants also get connected to expert 
facilitators and investors to help take their businesses 
to the next level.

Thirty businesses were shortlisted and are currently 
undergoing 12 weeks of intensive formal and informal 
mentorship.The winner gets a grant of 1 Million Naira 
and potential partnerships with Accessbank and Lagos 
State and many more investors.

TECH STARTUPS 
EMPOWERED BY ACCESS 
BANK WITH APPLICABLE 
SKILLS, EXPERIENCE, 
AND FUNDING
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GOOGLE INTENDS TO 
ASSIST 500,000 AFRICAN 
SMALL AND MEDIUM-
SIZED BUSINESS IN 
GETTING ONLINE
This project is part of Google’s ongoing efforts to 
broaden its digital footprint in Africa. Looking back, 
it seemed to kick things into high gear in 2016 when 
it launched its digital skills programme, which aimed 
to teach people how to use different digital skills. It 
also launched its Launchpad Accelerator, a six-month 
program that provides startups with equity-free funding.

The initiative is a part of Google’s efforts to assist small 
businesses locally and across the continent. Through 
this tech-based and funding initiative, Google will 
address the need for funding, training, and services 
across various sectors and support 500,000 SMEs and 
25,000 teachers.

These new tools will help businesses, job seekers, 
educational institutions, and vulnerable populations to 
recover from the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic. 
Part of this initiative includes the creation of a digital hub 
which provides free tools and resources to businesses 
and individuals. The hub will give 500,000 small 
businesses the help to improve their digital presence 
through Google My Business (GMB).

The Google South Africa Country Director, Alistair 
Mokoena explained that the digital hub aims to ease the 

SMEs
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For job seekers, Google recognized the impact of 
COVID-19 which caused a mass of job loss across 
the country and has launched a programme which will 
help job seekers acquire new skills while they look for 
new opportunities. To this end, Google is providing 
underserved communities and job seekers with R12.5 
million ($750,000) worth in IT support scholarships 
through Google.org across Africa.

Unemployed people can access the Grow with Google 
training portal for assistance in growing their careers or 
businesses at their own pace and through flexible and 
personalized training courses.

Google is working with Partners Across Africa on an 
initiative for educational institutions and teachers where 
they will help deploy its suits of education in schools 
to aid 500,000 students to continue learning. Google 
will give teachers 25,000 educator’s access to free 
online training resources such as Teah From Anywhere 
to enable them keep teaching and cope with the new 
normal.

Google is also setting aside an additional R50-million 
($3 million) in grant funding for non-profits which 
support entrepreneurship, education, and women 
empowerment across Africa. 

“R8.3-million ($500,000) of that is going towards a grant 
to the Praekelt Foundation (a software development 
non-profit that builds open-source, scalable mobile 
technologies and solutions to improve the health and 
wellbeing of underprivileged people) in order to help 
train micro and small businesses in South Africa, Kenya 
and Nigeria.” Google elaborated in an official statement.
An additional R8.3 million (500,000) grant will also be 
given to Youth Employment Services to provide 12-
month employment opportunities and digital skills to 
young black people in South Africa.

“We will continue to do our part to help businesses 
recover and grow, help more people prepare for jobs, 
and support students, teachers, and underserved 
communities. And in-so-doing, we hope to create 
real economic opportunity for everyone,” concluded 
Mokoena.

For Job Seekers

For Educational Institutionstransition of small businesses online to create a wider 
reach for them and help them attain more sales.

“Small businesses have been hit hardest during this 
period. Many of them have had to figure out quickly how 
to pivot their operations to a ‘digital-first’ approach. Yet, 
there remains a gap between those who can access 
these online opportunities and those who can’t. That’s 
the gap we want to bridge with this initiative.”

When asked if this new initiatives could meet the 
same fate as Google’s Woza Online project, which 
was created to give websites to 40,000 businesses in 
2012 but he plug was pulled two years later, the Google 
spokespersons reassured that these new initiatives 
were “definitely here to stay” and  they were supported 
by a “massive team.”

In addition, Google is also launching a new Marketing 
Kit Tool which is designed to help people to create 
marketing kits for their businesses. They also launched 
the Market Finder Tool which is another useful and free 
tool that is available to help small businesses obtain 
updated insights for negotiating in a COVID and Post-
COVID environment.

This tool will aid in localization, international payments, 
and logistics for African businesses which want to 
reach new customers worldwide.  By simply using 
information from their Google My Business profile, the 
Market Finder tool will assist businesses by keeping 
them informed with the latest news, creating customer 
posters and social posts.
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MTN GIVES $25 
MILLION TO AFRICA 
FOR 7 MILLION 
VACCINE DOSES

MTN, Africa’s leading mobile network has in a unique/
private partnership announced a donation of US $25 
million to support the African Union’s COVID-19 
vaccination programme in Johannesburg, South Africa. 
The purpose of the donation is to secure up to seven 
(7) million doses of the COVID-19 vaccine for health 
workers across the continent. This will further contribute 
to the vaccination initiative of the Africa Centres for 
Disease Control and Prevention (Africa CDC).

Africa CDC is a specialized technical institution of 
the African Union that strengthens the capacity and 
capability of Africa’s public health institutions as well 
as partnerships to detect and respond quickly and 
effectively to disease threats and outbreaks, based on 
data-driven interventions and programmes.
 
“The devastating impact of COVID-19 has been 
unprecedented and profound. Public and private 
partnerships are needed if we are to succeed in the fight 
against the pandemic and restore social and economic 
norms for our continent and our communities,” said 
Ralph Mupita, President and Chief Executive Officer of 
MTN Group.

Africa has a population of about 1.3 billion and it is 
noteworthy that the continent would require many 
more doses to achieve population immunity. Therefore, 

contributions from private organizations such as MTN 
are integral in achieving the continent’s vaccination 
target.

“Our goal is to ensure that all those who need the 
COVID-19 vaccine have access to it very quickly, but 
the biggest hurdle in Africa has been financing of the 
vaccines, and the logistics of vaccinating at scale. 
We therefore welcome the right partnerships, like the 
one with MTN, to achieve our minimum 60 percent 
vaccination target,” says Dr John Nkengasong, Director 
of Africa CDC.

Since the pandemic began, MTN has made some 
significant contributions towards limiting the spread of 
the COVID-19 virus to save lives and livelihoods in its 
African market. Their donation of $25 million is another 
effort to create long lasting solutions to the problems 
occuring in Africa due to the pandemic.

“We believe ongoing collaborations with key stakeholders 
across sectors are essential as vaccines are deployed in 
all our markets, with communication tools, technology 
and digital services being vital support infrastructure for 
a successful mass vaccination programme,” concludes 
Mupita. “In the coming months, MTN Group will look at 
similar support commitments for the markets in which 
we operate in the Middle East.”
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COCA-COLA DONATES N303 
MILLION TO EIGHT LOCAL 
NGOS, REINFORCING ITS 
CONTRIBUTION TO NIGERIA’S 
RECYCLING EFFORTS

Coca-Cola Nigeria Limited and its bottling partner, 
Nigerian Bottling Company is supporting eight 
local NGOs through grants awarded by The Coca-
Cola Foundation (TCCF), the primary international 
philanthropic arm of The Coca-Cola Company. Every 
year, The Coca-Cola Company gives back 1% of the 
previous year’s operating income by contributing it to 
NGOs across the world. Since its inception in 1984, 
TCCF has awarded over $1 billion in grants to support 
sustainable community initiatives all around the world.
This year, as part of Coca-Cola’s commitment to leading 
sustainability efforts across the world, the Company 
through TCCF will be awarded a total of N303 million in 
grants to eight local non-governmental organisations in 
Nigeria to support community-based projects.

The grants will aid in strengthening communities, 

empowering youth and women, promoting the well-
being of the community, protecting the environment, 
and educating scholars. The company stated that it 
is fully committed to acting in ways that will create a 
more sustainable and better shared future to make a 
difference in people’s lives, communities, and the planet 
by doing their business the right way.

Speaking on this development, the Head Public Affairs, 
Communications & Sustainability, Coca-Cola Nigeria 
Limited, Nwamaka Onyemelukwe, explained, “Coca-
Cola remains committed to uplifting Nigerians and 
creating an ecosystem of sustainable economic growth 
in our communities. As with previous years, we are 
excited to see how much impact our partnerships will 
yield through these projects as we hope to create a 
better shared future for all.”
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The projects and organizations in Nigeria set to benefit 
from this grant include:

Out of the eight organizations, five of them which 
are; Waste in the City, Waste to Strap, Waste to 
Wealth, Mission Zero Plastic, and Project DORI, 
are all focused on fighting the plastic waste challenge 
and eliminating plastic bottles clogging gutters and 
waterways.

These projects are set to be deployed across the 
following states in Nigeria; Lagos, FCT, Enugu, Delta, 
Oyo, Kano, Kwara, Kaduna, and Bauchi state. The 
project will also help in creating job opportunities for 
thousands of women and youths while fighting climate 
change. This will be done by recovering 3,000 tons of 
plastic waste by 10,000 women and youths over a 12-
month period.

Another notable project which was set up was the 

1. Waste in the City by Statewide Waste and 
Environmental Education Foundation,

2. Climate Smart Shea Processing Project by Initiative 
for Gender Empowerment and Creativity.

3. Mission Zero Plastic by Aid for Rural Education 
Access Initiative.

4. Waste to Strap by Platform for Society Support 
Initiative.

5. Waste to Wealth by Do Good Social Impact 
Foundation.

6. Tech-Relevant Teacher Programme by Bunmi 
Adedayo Foundation.

7. Project DORI  by Recycle Points Foundation.
8. Youth Information Communication and Technology 

Skills Acquisition Project (YISAP) by Baywood 
Foundation

Climate Smart Shea Processing Facility in Oyo state 
which is focused on the economic recovery of 1,500 
female rural shea nut farmers, pickers, and processors 
who were largely affected by the COVID-19 pandemic.
In Enugu, the Youth Information Communication and 
Technology Skills Acquisition Project (YISAP) has 
been created to provide vocational and entrepreneurial 
training to impact the lives of over 600 youths, including 
persons living with disabilities.

Another noteworthy project is the Tech-Relevant 
Teacher Programme which will offer teacher training 
support and technologies for virtual learning across 
200 low and middle-cost schools. This will be done to 
improve the learning experience of primary schools, 
especially in neighborhoods with a high number of out-
of-school children whose schooling has been affected 
by the COVID-19 pandemic. A minimum of 30 schools 
will receive hardwire and content production suites to 
aid virtual learning.

Some previous projects of The Coca-Cola Foundation 
in Nigeria include the Clean Up Naija and Recycles Pay 
Projects, the Recycling Scheme for Women and Youth 
Empowerment (RESWAYE), SHAPE Economic Women 
Empowerment, Catalyst for Change, and the Cash 4 
Trash Initiative by the Initiative for the Advancement of 
Waste Management in Africa (WASTE Africa).

The Coca-Cola Company is a leading beverage 
company which is seriously fighting against plastic 
waste and creating innovative solutions to the problem 
through recycling partnership projects. Despite 
awareness of the problem, only 9% of plastic created 
is recycled. Therefore, having private organizations like 
Coca-Cola Nigeria carry out recycling efforts at a local 
level while creating income opportunities for people 
and boosting the circular economy is a huge step in the 
right direction.
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The Unified Cooperative Platform (UCP) is a collaborative effort between 
the National Cooperative Financing Agency Limited (CFAN) and CWG PLC to 
provide a standardised cooperative technologically driven platform that would 
meet the operational needs of cooperative societies in Nigeria.

Looking for a coherent flow in management and accuracy? Look no further 
than UCP!

Let Us Manage Your Cooperative’s Activities in a Harmonized Way!

Choose UCP, Choose the ingredient to skyrocket your cooperative.

This is the Unified Cooperative 
Platform (UCP), it is a core 
cooperative solution that enables 
co-operative societies manage their 
members, General ledgers, perform 
daily posting, manage loans and 
generate different types of reports.

We have also created a mobile 
app for cooperators to give mobile 
access to the UCP solution 
anywhere you go. App can be 
downloaded on any android or IOS 
device. Same operations available 
anywhere you go.

The Co-Operators Portal: The Co-operators Mobile App:

Head now to App Store or Google Play to 
download our mobile app and get started

Contact Us!

Call us on +234 (0)0 292 1197 or send an email to contact@
cfan.coop

Address: Block 54A, Plot 10, Off Rufus Giwa Street, Off 
Adebayo Doherty Road, Off Admiralty Way, Lekki Phase 1, 
Lagos, Nigeria.

What Can UCP Do For Me?
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Go beyond and 
further with CWG




